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 Outline of Events in the History of the Modoc War 
By Don C. Fisher, Assistant Chief Ranger and John E. Doerr, Jr., Park Naturalist 

Introduction 

Beginning with this number of Nature Notes from 
Crater Lake National Park, and continuing 
through Volume X which will be issued during the 
summer months of 1937, Nature Notes will 
present an Outline of the Events in the History of 
the Modoc War. In preparing this outline the 
authors have described briefly the important 
events in the development of south central 
Oregon and northeastern California during the 
period 1846-1873. That period was one of 
constant struggle between the white settlers and 
the Modoc Indians. There were acts of treachery, 
murders, massacres and numerous councils, 
culminating in the Modoc War of 1872 - 1873.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most important battles of the war took place 
in the area of what is now the Lava Beds National 
Monument in northeastern California. The places 
where important events of the war took place are 
among the most interesting features of the 
Monument. - Editor 

 

Part I 
1846 – 1870 

1846       Lindsay Applegate, accompanied by 
fourteen other settlers in the Williamette and 
Rogue Valleys in western Oregon, established the 
South                     (CONTINUED ON PAGE 6)

2011 UPCOMING ACTIVITIES 
 

Carson Cleanup – West Pass Hike . . .  . .July 25 – 26 
National Convention, Rock Springs, WY . . Aug 8 – 13 
Slippery Ford Hike . . . . . . . . . . . . September 14 – 15 
Johnson Cutoff Mapping . . . . . .July 20 – 21, August     
 17 – 18, Sept.  21 – 22 & Oct. 12 – 13. 
Annual Fernley Swales Cleanup . . . . . . . . . October 1 

 
Contact Dick Young at: jdyoung7557@att.net for 

details on these activities. 

mailto:jdyoung7557@att.net
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Mike Trueblood 
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Bob Evanhoe, Past President 
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Publications: 

Trail Talk Editorial Board: 
Dave Hollecker 
Bob Evanhoe 

 
Email: canvocta@gmail 

Website: www.canvocta.org 
Dee Owens, Editor 

Adam Welch, Webmaster 
 

E-News: the CA-NV Chapter offers rapid 
communication of announcements and 
chapter news via private email, through 
Google groups.  If you would like to be 
included in this group, email Mary Ann 
Tortorich: Annamae1846@gmail.com 

 

FROM THE DESK OF JOHN WINNER . . .  
 
   Well...If you didn't make it to the Quincy Symposium you missed a 
dandy.  The folks in Quincy rolled out the red carpet and provided a 
great place to meet.  The hospitality, accommodations, food, facilities 
and program, plus good weather, led to a fun weekend.  
   Saturday’s symposium program included:  videos of Chapter 
activities and mapping of the Johnson's Cutoff, and an inspirational 
talk by OCTA National President Bill Martin. Three of the afternoon 
speakers focused on the Beckwourth Trail: Scott Lawson, Director of 
the Plumas County Museum, shared his many years of study on the 
Beckwourth Trail.  Tom DeMon, author of From Slave to Superstar of 
the Wild West, talked about the life and times of Beckwourth.  Dan 
Elliott, Forest Archaeologist/Heritage Program Manager for the 
Plumas National Forest, presented an overview of the efforts by the 
Plumas National Forest in documenting the remains of the 
Beckwourth Trail in the Plumas National Forest.   
   The last speaker of the afternoon, Wayne Monger, from the 
Feather River Rail Society, presented a pictorial show of the 
construction of the Western Pacific Railroad through the canyons of 
the middle fork and north fork of the Feather River from 1906-1909.  
   The symposium also included hospitality receptions, awards, silent 
auctions and friendship. Sunday was capped off with auto tours of 
the Beckwourth Trail.  
   Now to another subject....In past issues of Trail Talk I have written 
about the importance of trail preservation and the much needed work 
that still remains to be done. As well as the ongoing need for 
monitoring of these trails. This is the primary mission of OCTA.  We 
are once again reaching out to Chapter members and people 
interested in assisting in this endeavor.  Trail activities take on many 
forms, including researching trail locations and the ancillary 
information associated with the trail, to mapping, to marking and 
monitoring or just plain expressing an interest and, “How can I help?”   
   Listed below are the 25 primary trails located in Northern Nevada 
and California that shaped the western migration.  It is organizations 
like OCTA and Trails West who have taken on the responsibility to 
see that this part of history is preserved for the next generation. It 
won't happen without our help.  
    Primary Emigrant Trails in Northern Nevada and Northern 
California: California Trail; Hasting Cutoff; Truckee Route; 
Nevada City Road; Henness Pass Route; Carson Route; Big 
Trees Road; Luther Pass Trail; Johnson's Cutoff; Walker River 
and Sonora Trail; Applegate Trail or Southern Road to Oregon; 
Yreka Trail; Lassen Trail; Nobles Trail; Beckwourth Trail; 
Burnett Cutoff; Placer County Road; Georgetown Pack Trail; 
Sacramento-Coloma Road; Daggett Pass Trail; Grizzly Flat 
Cutoff; Volcano Road; Bidwell/Bartleson Route; Bishop Creek; 
Greenhorn Cutoff. 
   Pick one or more and let us know (canvocta@gmail.com) 
that you would like to assist in some fashion and we'll be in 
touch. More to come........ 
 

 

 

mailto:swinner@dataentree.com
mailto:mtgrizz@aol.com
mailto:catrail44@gmail.com
mailto:catrail44@gmail.com
mailto:vcorrell@sbcglobal.net
mailto:ftortorich@volcano.net
mailto:jdyoung7557@att.net
mailto:trueblood8282@yahoo.com
http://www.canvocta.org/
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SCENES FROM QUINCY 

The President’s message describes the activities at the Quincy symposium.  The following are names 
and photos of those who received awards for furthering the Chapter’s goals during the event. 

Ford and Ellen Osborn (no photo) were chosen by President Winner to receive the ‘Senior Trail 
Boss’ award for their dedication in preserving the Johnson’s Cutoff trail. 

Steve and Patty Knight received the Chapter’s ‘Lifetime Achievement’ award for their many years 
of service to the Chapter. 

‘Certificates of Appreciation’ were given out by Tom Fee and Carol March  to Jan Petersen (no 
photo) for chairing the Elko Convention, Tom Hunt (no photo) for organizing last year’s Bakersfield 
symposium, Dee Owens for her work on the Chapter’s web site, Dave Hollecker for his work on 
TRAIL TALK and other activities, Marilyn Bergum for her help in organizing the Quincy 
symposium and Scott Lawson for arranging the speakers at the Quincy symposium.  ~ 

 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

  

  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dee Owens Dave Hollecker Marilyn Bergum 

Steve Knight Scott Lawson 

Plumas County Museum Friday Evening Reception 
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FIRST WAGON ROUTE OVER DONNER PASS FOUND? 
By Dave Hollecker 

 
 It is well known that the first wagons over the now Donner Pass, were of the Stephens-Townsend-
Murphy party in 1844.  For many historians and trail buffs, finding the exact location of their trek has been 
elusive.  Interpreting the diary descriptions of this arduous journey have only proved confusing.  Many have 
searched the south side of the pass without success.  A few have turned their attention to the north side in 
recent years. 
 A few historians have searched the area just south of Lake Angela and found what could be evidence 
of wagons going through what is now Stephens Pass.  Trails West has placed a marker (T-40) on this pass 
indicating the wagons went through there.  As to how they got up there, well, that’s another story that seemed 
elusive – maybe, ‘till now. 
 In the fall of 2008, while I was looking for the passage, I came across two boulders that appeared to 
have wagon wheel wear markings on them.  I had looked in this area for a period of time and had walked past 
them a couple of times.  With the right light and looking at the right spot, I found wear marks on these boulders 
that appeared to be made by wagon wheels.  I have done a lot of trail work so my finding certainly caused a 
“well, I’ll be” comment to myself.  This area of the boulders is not near any of the post gold rush wagon 
freighting roads. 
 When one finds part of a trail or indications of wagons passing over a piece of ground, you should ask 
yourself 4 questions (found in the OCTA MET manual).  Does the trail segment being looked at link with trail 
segments that precede and follow it?  Is there documentary evidence (diaries) of the trail in the area?  Is there 
physical evidence of a trail and does all evidence support the location of a trail segment? 
 First, to orient the location of this find, look at photo #1.  You see several arrows pointing to scarring on 
the two boulders and Mt. Stephens in the background with the pass just behind it.  The next photos show 
close-ups of the rock scarring and wear.  The scarring-wear of the forward boulder and distant boulder are 
about 5 feet apart, matching the wheel width of emigrant wagons.    
 So how many wagons would create this scarring?  Hard to say.  We know in the winter of 1844 and 
1845, the Stephens-Townsend-Murphy party moved 11 wagons over the summit.  In 1845, some 50 plus 
wagons, which we know of, used Stephens Pass.  It has been reported that some 385 settlers made it to 
California in 1845 – did they come by wagon or by sea?  In 1846, it has been said some 1,500 settlers made it 
to California.  Again, how many by sea and by wagon, and did the wagons use Stephens Pass?  We know that 
near the end of 1846, the wagon use of Stephens Pass was abandoned when Roller Pass, some two miles 
south, opened a better ‘Donner Pass’ route to the emigrants. 
 Verifying this spot as a trail segment and linking trail segments before and after is tough.   Evidence 
found at the Pass indicates it is ‘in line’ with the scarred boulders.  Preceding trail evidence has not been 
found.  Documentary evidence is noted in several diaries.  Physical evidence is in the photos accompanying 
this article, and all evidence seems to support a trail segment in this area. 
 It should be noted that the Donner Pass area has been greatly altered with modern road building, 
railroads and utility services.  Much evidence may now be disturbed and buried under blasted rock and dirt. 
 Many, many pages have been written on this early wagon route over ‘Donner Pass’.  It is not the 
purpose of this article to go into depth on the history of this first route.  I’ll leave that to more scholarly writers of 
emigration history.  The purpose is to bring attention to this discovery.  It is hard to believe that I’m the first trail 
person to see these boulders given the number of folks who have crawled all over the Donner Pass area in 
past years, but . . . 
 With heavy brush and steep terrain in this area, it is difficult to try to locate more physical evidence on 
the way up to Stephens Pass – but it needs to be done, sometime.  ~ 

(Statistics from John D. Unruh’s book, ‘THE PLAINS ACROSS’) 
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These photos show wagon tire wear or 
scarring on these two large boulders.  The 

boulders are located some 25 feet north of old 
highway #40.  GPS location is NAD83,  

10S 730970 / E 4355665 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1) 
Emigrant Trail between a point on the Oregon Trail near Fort Hall, Idaho and the Willamette Valley. The 
purpose of this new route, shown on the map on the opposite page, were to encourage settlers to western 
Oregon, to eliminate the hazards encountered on the Columbia Route, to provide an alternate route in the 
event of trouble with England, Hudson's Bay Company controlled the Columbia Route, and to provide a 
route which would be open except for a short winter season each year. 

From what is now Dalles, Oregon, the Applegate party went south up the Willamette Valley, through the 
Umpqua and Rogue River valleys to a point near what is now Ashland, Oregon. From there the party 
proceeded eastward, crossing the Cascade Range near Green Springs Mountain, to Spencer Creek near the 
present town of Keno, Oregon. From there a route was selected around the south end of Lower Klamath 
Lake, then northward along the high ground between Lower Klamath Lake and Tule Lake to a ford on Lost 
River ("Stone Bridge"). Passing north of Tule Lake and Clear Lake the party continued eastward to Goose 
Lake, then southeast across the Black Rock Desert to what is now Winnemucca on the Humboldt River in 
Nevada. Following up river about 200 miles, then continuing northeast, the party reached Hot Springs 
Valley on the Oregon Trail, about 50 miles southeast of Fort Hall, Idaho. 

The first emigrants to reach western Oregon by way of the South Emigrant Trail arrived in the fall of 1846, 
having been conducted west by the Applegate party on their return from Hot Springs Valley. 

Lindsay Applegate and his party were the first white men to enter what is now the Lava Beds National 
Monument. On their exploring trip eastward they attempted to pass around the south end of Tule Lake but 
the rough lava along the shore forced them to seek a route around the north end of the lake. Visitors going 
to the Lava Beds National Monument by way of the road south of Merrill, Oregon, cross Lost River at the 
"Stone Bridge" over which hundreds of emigrants passed on their way to western Oregon. A monument 
near the bridge records the names of the men in the Applegate party. 

Many of the events of the Modoc War took place along the South Emigrant Trail. 

             
 
1847-51 

                                                                                                                 
Modoc Indians molested emigrants on the South Emigrant Trail.

The Modoc Indians, numbering about 600 warriors under the leadership of Old Chief Schonchin, inhabited 
the region around Lower Klamath Lake, Tule Lake, and Lost River in northern California and southern 
Oregon. The Modoc Indians were part of the Klamath tribe, a division of the tribe having taken place many 
years before the first white men came into the region.  California became a state in 1850. 
 
1852 First massacre of emigrants by Modoc Indians at Bloody Point.
In September the Modocs destroyed an emigrant train at Bloody Point on the east shore of Tule Lake. Of 
the 65 persons in the train only three escaped immediate death; two young girls, taken prisoners and killed 
several years later by jealous Modoc women, and one man who made his way to Yreka, California. Hearing 
the news of the massacre, Yreka settlers organized a party, under the leadership of Jim Crosby, to go to 
the scene of the massacre to bury the dead and avenge their death. Crosby's party had one skirmish with a 
band of Modocs. 
 
1853-55 Modoc Indians continued to harass and massacre emigrants on the South 

Emigrant Trail. 
 

1856 Ben Wright Massacre.
The depredations and massacres of emigrants by the Modoc Indians aroused settlers at Yreka, California to 
send out a party under Ben Wright's leadership. Accounts differ as to what actually took place when 
Wright's party finally met the Indians on Lost River. Both the white men and the Indians anticipated 
treachery. Each group planned to exterminate the other. To prevent the gathering of the entire tribe which 
would result in his party being greatly outnumbered, Wright attacked, killing approximately 80 Indians. 
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This loss broke the power of the tribe but kindled the Modoc hatred for the white people, a hatred which 
flamed up many times in the years following. 

 

 
1857-62 Modoc Indians continued to harass and massacre emigrants on the South 

Emigrant Trail. 
 

History does not record the actual number of emigrants killed nor the number of wagon trains destroyed. It 
has been estimated that at least 300 emigrants and settlers were killed by the Modoc Indians during the 
years 1846 to 1873. 
 Oregon became a state in 1859. 

 
1863 Fort Klamath established.
This fort was built by Captain William Kelly, Co. "C" 1st Oregon Cavalry. It was built on the trail between 
the Upper Klamath Valley and Jacksonville, Oregon. Fort Klamath remained an army post until 1889 at 
which time it was abandoned. The paved highway between the present town of Fort Klamath and Annie 
Spring, in Crater Lake National Park, and west to Medford follows closely the route of the old military road 
built across the Cascade Range by soldiers stationed at Forth Klamath. Some of the early events in the 
history of Crater Lake occurred in connection with the building of the military road. 
 
1864 Treaty between the United States and the Klamath, Modoc, and Snake 

(Yahooskin band) Indians.  The Klamath Reservation established.
Under the terms of this treaty the Modoc Indians, with old Chief Schonchin as their leader, gave up their 
lands in the Lost River, Tule Lake and Lower Klamath Lake regions, and moved to the reservation in the 
Upper Klamath Valley. Approximately 160 Modoc Indians under the leadership of Keintpoos (Captain Jack), 
refused to move to the reservation even though they had agreed to do so in signing the treaty. It was 
Captain Jack's band of Modocs that caused the trouble which precipitated the Modoc War. The majority of 
the Modoc tribe under Old Chief Schonchin remained on the reservation, taking no part in the Modoc War. 
 
1865 Captain McGregor, Commanding Officer at Fort Klamath, made and unsuccessful 

attempt to get Captain Jack and his band to the reservation. 
 

1866 Lindsay Applegate, Agent on the reservation, failed in an attempt to get Captain 
Jack's band to the reservation. 
 

1867 Captain Jack's band of Modocs continue to harass settlers in the Lost River Valley. 
J. W. Perit Huntington, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Oregon, made an 
unsuccessful attempt to get Jack's band to the reservation.  (CONTINUED NEXT PAGE) 
 
 



 

First building erected on the site of Linkville (Klamath Falls, Oregon) by George 
Nurse and Edgar Overton. 
 

1869 Captain Jack and his band of Modocs moved to the reservation.
This move was accomplished following a council between Captain Jack; A. B. Meacham, Superintendent of 
Indian Affairs for Oregon; O. C. Knapp, Agent on the reservation; Ivan D. Applegate, Sub Agent at Yainax; 
and W. C. McKay. Talk at the council accomplished nothing. When troops suddenly appeared at the meeting 
place the Indian warriors fled, leaving their women and children behind. Meacham put the women and 
children in wagons and started for the reservation. "Queen" Mary, Captain Jack's sister, was permitted to 
go to Captain Jack to persuade him to move to the reservation. Her efforts were successful. Arriving on the 
reservation, Jack and his band prepared to make permanent homes at Modoc Point. 
 
1870 Captain Jack and his band left the reservation and returned to their former 

homes on Lost River.
Shortly after Captain Jack and his band started building permanent homes at Modoc Point, the Klamath 
Indians began to molest them, making it necessary for the band to move to another part of the 
reservation. Several attempts were made to find a location. The Klamaths continued to harass the band 
until finally Captain Jack and his followers left the reservation and returned to Lost River. During the 
summer months that Captain Jack had been on the reservation a number of settlers had taken up land in 
the Lost River region.  ~ 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR MEMBERSHIP, INQUIRIES OR TRAIL TALK  
SUBMISSIONS 

Contact the Chapter at: CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O. Box 1521,  
Yreka, CA 96097 

or Email: canvocta@gmail.com 
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AND WE REMEMBER . . . 

 
A Tribute to Paul Sawyer of Elko, Nevada  

by Don Buck 
 

 Paul Sawyer, a member of OCTA and Trails West, passed away April 25, 2011, at age 94, leaving an envious 
legacy.  Paul was devoted to Elko, Nevada, where he was raised and spent his later professional life in the automotive 
business becoming an owner in the local GMC agency.  By the time I met Paul in the early 1990s, he had already made his 
civic mark as a major player in establishing a community college in Elko, now known as Great Basin College.  He was also 
instrumental in the creation of the reservoir south of Elko that became the South Fork [Humboldt River] State Recreation 
Area. 
 With a college and reservoir to his credit, Paul turned his talent and energy to the emigrant trails in northeastern 
Nevada.  That’s when I got to know him.  I recall driving with Paul south of Wells to the Hastings Cutoff in Nevada where he 
wanted to show me what his Elko trail group had located.  He reminisced on his days growing up in Elko and later selling 
GM cars.  Two things stuck in my memory on our drive that day—Paul’s dedication to Elko and his super salesmanship, 
both of which he used subsequently to advance the recognition and preservation of the California Trail and Hastings Cutoff. 
 There was one other quality that Paul possessed that made him near unstoppable.  Around that time, I was out in 
the field with Paul and other volunteers from Elko installing Carsonite markers on the California Trail in northeastern 
Nevada.  There was a particularly difficult access to a trail segment we were thinking about marking, and lugging the heavy 
Carsonite drivers along with those long markers was a daunting task for us old guys.  When I turned to Paul wondering if we 
were up to it, he looked at me, grinned, and said something like, “Hell, yes, let’s do it.  Come on.”  And off we went.  With 
that kind of get-go, much followed. 
 This was the background for a series of Sawyer achievements in trail preservation.  He planned and chaired 
OCTA’s very successful convention in Elko in August of 1996, relying on his salesmanship to wrangle support from local 
businesses.  This was followed by Paul’s involvement with Trails West in marking the Hastings Cutoff, and related pack 
trails, by rounding up a local group, working with the Elko BLM, to locate and eventually install 48 steel-rail markers.  Paul, 
always the salesman, managed to get a local welding company to fabricate these rail markers at no expense to Trails West. 
 Paul’s crowning achievement followed.  I recall him saying how impressed he was with the BLM interpretive trail 
center outside of Baker, Oregon, and thinking that Elko should have one for the California Trail.  It took over a decade to 
bring this vision into the reality of the California National Historic Trail Interpretive Center just west of Elko, off Interstate 80.  
Paul, along with Dale Porter, worked tirelessly with the local BLM, city and county of Elko, the state of Nevada, and local 
civic and business organizations to get authorizing legislation passed.  Then work continued with negotiating a land deal 
with the Maggie Creek Ranch for property off the I-80 Hunter Interchange for the interpretive center.  It was an uphill effort 
to get funding for the center, but Paul’s contacts and salesmanship eventually prevailed.  Proof of their achievement came 
with the Public Lands Foundation’s “Landscape Stewardship Award for 2009” presented to Paul and Dale Porter. 
 Also recognized in this award was the work with the Nevada State legislature in acquiring funding for 34 wayside 
interpretive sites across northern Nevada.  Next time you drive across Nevada on I-80, pull into the numerous rest stops 
and look for the wrought iron trail sign, below which are two interpretive panels describing the trail in that locality and 
emigrants who traveled over it.  When you do, give thanks to Paul Sawyer for all the effort and time he put into promoting 
and preserving our historic emigrant trails.  Paul was quite a guy.  ~ 
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NOTES & REMINDERS . . . 
 

E-NEWS SERVICE NOTE 

 Since 2007, the CA-NV Chapter has offered a service called E-News to the CA-NV 
area OCTA members. The chapter electronically sends emails of historic interest, 
chapter and OCTA messages and updates, using online Googlegroups. The use of 
Googlegroups is to sidestep many internet servers’ policies of not allowing large group 
mailings from, and/or to, private email accounts in order to help stem the tide of 
dreaded spam.  Also, Googlegroups allows for more privacy, which is becoming more of 
a problem in this day and age.                                                                                                                  
 If you are a member of OCTA and would like to subscribe to this service, or live in 
the CA-NV area and have not been receiving E-News messages, you may contact E-
News Editor Mary Ann Tortorich; Annamae1846@gmail.com and she will do it for you.                  
 We also offer to chapter members only, the chapter newsletter, Trail Talk 
electronically instead of by US Postal Service.  Again, just let Mary Ann or Dave 
Hollecker at mtgrizz@aol.com know.  Also, OCTA National has a similar service  for 
organization wide information and you may sign up for that by contacting OCTA: 
Travis Boley at OCTA-Trails.org. 

 
 

CHAPTER ROSTER & BYLAWS
 

The CA-NV Chapter is planning to print 
out a membership roster and the 

Chapter bylaws for members to have for 
their use. 

All paid-up members will appear in the 
roster with name, address and email. 

If you do not want your address and/or 
email address in the roster, please 

notify the Chapter at: 
canvocta@gmail.com 

or 
CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O. Box 1521, 

Yreka, CA 96097 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TRAIL TALK POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE 

 
Some newsletter experience necessary 

or willing to learn – need to know or 
have worked with 

 Office Word 2007 and use a PC. 
Duties will include putting some issues 

together 
and getting submitted articles ready for 

insertion into TRAIL TALK  
Other work might include preparing ads 

and flyers for Chapter events and 
reporting on events or Chapter news. 
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HEY! 
We have a new email address. 

For Trail Talk submissions, Inquiries 
or Membership questions, contact us 

at: 
CANVOCTA@GMAIL.COM 

 
Also visit our Chapter web site at: 

CANVOCTA.ORG 
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CHANGES IN CHAPTER DUES STRUCTURE 
One Person Membership…………... (Individual) $10 
Two or More Person Membership…… (Family) $15 
Sustaining Membership……………………………… $35 

 
Family Memberships can Receive Two Ballots 

Sustaining Memberships can Receive Two Ballots - To receive 
two ballots, two names must be listed in the application. 

Your National and Chapter dues are paid to National – you’ll get 
a renewal notice from them when your dues are to be paid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Don Buck gives last minute instructions to volunteers on identifying trail artifacts and 

recording the findings according to standards set by the BLM during the June 9 – 12 
BLM survey near High Rock Canyon. 
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TRAIL TALK IS PUBLISHED 
THREE TIMES A YEAR.  
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